《The Mysterious CEO》
114 'sElder Si, whatever had happened it was not Xiao Lan's fault's
The result was going to be out at 10 AM and everyone started gathering outside the
testing lab. Even Wang Yan also came after dropping Little Champ to his school. She
was worried about Lu Lan, as anyone could get shocked when one day they found that
the person, to whom you were calling father, was not your biological father and you
were the illegitimate child of another person.
Lu Lan didn't sleep for a single minute during the whole night, the dark circles were
clearly visible under her eyes. Even, Wang Wei and Zhang Fang were worried about
Lu Lan. Zhang Fang had one more reason to worry, as after the result, if Si family
wouldn't accept Lu Lan, then her family would also affect because Si Li had given a
good job to Wang Wei and Wang Yan and now they had a good life.
Lu Yaohua already knew that result, so he didn't come to see the report.
Soon, the doctor came out with the DNA Test report.
Si Yan came forward towards the doctor "Doctor… What is in the report?"
"Both the samples are matching 100%, they are blood relatives" The doctor handed
over the report to Si Yan.
Lu Lan came forwards took the report from the Si Yan and opened it.

'Blood samples are matching 100%'

The report fell from Lu Lan's hand, she took a few steps back and she was about to fall,
Wang Yan caught her and saved her from falling.
"Xiao Lan… are you alright?" Wang Yan worried asked.
Lu Lan was shocked, she couldn't believe that the person, to whom she was calling
father since she started speaking, wasn't her father…
Shu Han-You took the report from the ground and held in front of Elder Si "Elder Si.

This is true. You can see yourself. I hope after seeing this report you will make a wise
decision".
"Elder Si, whatever had happened, it was not Xiao Lan's fault" Wang Wei came
forward and explained Elder Si. He knew how much Lu Lan was happy in Si Family
and now if Si Family would abandon her then Lu Lan would break down.
"Mr Wang, you already knew about this?" Madam Si asked.
"Madam Si, I am sorry, but I had promised Yong that I will keep this as a secret until
my death. I don't have any intention to deceive your family" Wang Wei helplessly
explained.
Shu Han-You disdainfully said, "Mr Wang, now the truth is revealed, so take your
niece and get lost from here".
"No…Elder Si…Don't do this…"
"Enough…I think we should let Si Li to make the decision, whether he is want to live
with Xiao Lan or not" Elder Si said.
"Fair enough…Let's go Xuelon" Shu Han-You left with Lu Xuelon. Now they just had
to wait for Si Li to throw Lu Lan out of his life, then Lu Xuelon would be back with Si
Li and their life would become perfect.
However, whether their life would become perfect or not. Time would tell them…
Lu Lan somehow managed herself and looked towards Wang Wei and asked: "I want
to hear all the things".
After hearing Lu Lan's words, everyone looked at Wang Wei. Exactly, everyone
wanted to know, how did Lu Lan and her mother end up in Wang Family, despite Li
Na was already pregnant with Lu Yaohua's child?
Wang Wei looked at everyone and thought that he should tell the truth to everyone. In
fact, Lu Lan had the right to know everything.
Wang Wei sighed and started speaking "Back then, Li Na and Yong worked in Lu
Corporation. Li Na was the secretary of Master Lu and there Yong met with Li Na and
he liked Li Na, but Master Lu was already in Li Na's heart, so she never considered
Yong's feelings".
"Soon, Yong heard that Li Na and Master Lu was dating secretly. Yong's heart broken
at that time, but he didn't tell that to anyone. One month later, Li Na got pregnant with

Lu Lan, she thought that now she was pregnant with his child, so Master Lu would get
the divorce with Madam Lu. However, Master Lu didn't get the divorce with his wife
and he told Li Na to abort the child. After defeat in love, Li Na went to abort the child,
however, the doctor told her that if she aborted this child then she wouldn't become
pregnant again in her life".
"In the end, she decided to keep the child, however, she couldn't support the child as a
single mother, her child needed a father and she knew that Master Lu wouldn't support
her. So she went to meet Elder Lu and told him everything about her affair with his
son. At that time, Madam Lu had just given birth to her daughter, so Elder Lu couldn't
tell his son to divorce his daughter-in-law. However, Elder Lu gave the assurance to Li
Na to provide monetary support, but, Li Na didn't want money, but she wanted the
father for her child".
"After getting no support from Lu Family, Li Na decided to resign from the job and
left this city, but somehow, Yong got the information about Li Na's pregnancy.
Therefore, Yong proposed Li Na and told her that he would support her child. At first,
Li Na didn't agree with, it but seeing Yong's consistency. Li Na finally agreed to marry
to him".
"Afterwards, they got married and Yong resigned from Lu Corporation as well. He
didn't want to give any chance to Lu Family to take Lu Lan away from him. However,
Elder Lu was already in guilt for not doing anything for Lu Lan. So he requested Yong
to not leave the job and he promised him that Lu family won't take away his right for
being the father of Lu Lan".
"In Wang Family, all relative knew about the relationship of Li Na and Master Lu,
even my parents were not happy with Yong's decision. However, Yong didn't leave Li
Na's side. Seeing Yong affection towards Lu Lan and his family. Li Na finally
accepted Yong's feelings. Wang Family wouldn't be unfair with Lu Lan, that was why
Yong decided to not have another child. He was satisfied with Lu Lan as his daughter".
"However, after the death of Yong and Li Na, Wang Family decided not to take
responsibility of Lu Lan, as blood in her veins was of Lus and not of Wangs. When
Elder Lu heard about Wang's family decision. Therefore, he adopted Lu Lan and at
that time, Madam Lu learnt the truth about her husband's affair. That was why, she
hates Lu Lan and Li Na so much".

